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5000 Namur, Belgium
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Abstract
Multi-level staged configuration (MLSC) of feature diagrams has been proposed as a means to facilitate configuration in software product line engineering. Based on
the observation that configuration often is a lengthy undertaking with many participants, MLSC splits it up into different levels that can be assigned to different stakeholders.
This makes configuration more scalable to realistic environments. Although its supporting language (cardinality based
feature diagrams) received various formal semantics, the
MLSC process never received one. Nonetheless, a formal
semantics is the primary indicator for precision and unambiguity and an important prerequisite for reliable toolsupport.
We present a semantics for MLSC that builds on our
earlier work on formal feature model semantics to which
it adds the concepts of level and configuration path. With
the formal semantics, we were able to make the original
definition more precise and to reveal some of its subtleties
and incompletenesses. We also discovered some important
properties that an MLSC process should possess and a configuration tool should guarantee. Our contribution is primarily of a fundamental nature, clarifying central, yet ambiguous, concepts and properties related to MLSC. Thereby,
we intend to pave the way for safer, more efficient and more
comprehensive automation of configuration tasks.

1

Introduction

Feature Diagrams (FDs) are a common means to represent, and reason about, variability during Software Prod∗ FNRS

Research Fellow.

uct Line (SPL) Engineering (SPLE) [18]. In this context, they have proved to be useful for a variety of tasks
such as project scoping, requirements engineering and product configuration, and in a number of application domains
such as telecoms, automotive and home automation systems [4, 16, 24, 6, 18, 3].
The core purpose of an FD is to define concisely the
set of legal configurations – generally called products – of
some (usually software) artefact. An example FD is shown
in Figure 1. Basically, FDs are trees1 whose nodes denote
features and whose edges represent top-down hierarchical
decomposition of features. Each decomposition tells that,
given the presence of the parent feature in some configuration c, some combination of its children should be present in
c, too. Which combinations are allowed depends on the type
of the decomposition, that is, the Boolean operator associated to the parent. In addition to their tree-shaped backbone,
FDs can also contain cross-cutting constraints (usually requires or excludes) as well as side constraints in a textual
language such as propositional logic [2].
Given an FD, the configuration or product derivation
process is the process of gradually making the choices defined in the FD with the purpose of determining the product
that is going to be built. In a realistic development, the configuration process is a small project itself, involving many
people and taking up to several months [19]. In order to
master the complexity of the configuration process, Czarnecki et al. [8] proposed the concept of multi-level staged
configuration (MLSC), in which configuration is carried
out by different stakeholders at different levels of product
development or customisation. In simple staged configuration, at each stage some variability is removed from the
FD until none is left. MLSC generalises this idea to the
case were a set of related FDs are configured, each FD per1 Sometimes

DAGs are used, too [14].
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Figure 1. FD example, adapted from [8].

taining to a so-called ‘level’. This addresses problems that
occur when different abstraction levels are present in the
same FD and also allows for more realism since a realistic
project would have several related FDs rather than a single
big one [20, 19].
Even though its supporting language (cardinality based
FDs) received various formal semantics [7, 21], the MLSC
process never received one. Nonetheless, a formal semantics is the primary indicator for precision and unambiguity and an important prerequisite for reliable tool-support.
This paper is intended to fill this gap with a semantics for
MLSC that builds on our earlier work on formal semantics
for FDs [21]. The earlier semantics of [21] will be herein
referred to as static, because it concentrates on telling which
configurations are allowed (and which are disallowed), regardless of the process to be followed for reaching one or
the other configuration. We thus extend this semantics with
the concepts of stage, configuration path and level.
The contribution of the paper is a precise and formal account of MLSC that makes the original definition [8] more
explicit and reveals some of its subtleties and incompletenesses. The semantics also allowed us to discover some
important properties that an MLSC process should possess
and a configuration tool should guarantee.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 recalls the
static FD semantics and introduces a running example. Section 3 recapitulates the main concepts of staged configuration which are then formalised in Section 4 with the introduction of the dynamic semantics. Ways to implement
and otherwise use the semantics are discussed in Section 5
while extensions are proposed in Section 6. The paper will
be concluded in Section 7.

2

Static FD semantics ([[.]]F D )

In [21], we gave a general formal semantics to a wide
range of FD dialects. The full details of the formalisation
cannot be reproduced here, but we need to recall the essentials.2 The formalisation was performed following the
guidelines of Harel and Rumpe [12], according to whom
2 Some

harmless simplifications are made wrt. the original [21].

each modelling language L must possess an unambiguous
mathematical definition of three distinct elements: the syntactic domain LL , the semantic domain SL and the semantic
function ML : LL → SL , also traditionally written [[·]]L .
Our FD language will be simply called F D, and its syntactic domain is defined as follows.
Definition 1 (Syntactic domain LF D ) d ∈ LF D is a 6tuple (N, P, r, λ, DE, Φ) such that:
• N is the (non empty) set of features (nodes).
• P ⊆ N is the set of primitive features.
• r ∈ N is the root.
• DE ⊆ N × N is the decomposition relation between
features which forms a tree. For convenience, we will
use children(f ) to denote {g | (f, g) ∈ DE}, the set
of all direct sub-features of f , and write n → n0 sometimes instead of (n, n0 ) ∈ DE.
• λ : N → N × N indicates the decomposition type of
a feature, represented as a cardinality hi..ji where i
indicates the minimum number of children required in
a product and j the maximum. For convenience, special cardinalities are indicated by the Boolean operator they represent, as shown in Table 1.
• Φ is a formula that captures crosscutting constraints
( requires  and  includes ) as well as textual
constraints. Without loss of generality, we consider Φ
to be a conjunction of Boolean formulae on features,
i.e. Φ ∈ B(N ), a language that we know is expressively complete wrt. SF D [22].
Furthermore, each d ∈ LF D must satisfy the following
well-formedness rules:
• r is the root: ∀n ∈ N (6 ∃n0 ∈ N • n0 → n) ⇔ n = r,
• DE is acyclic:6 ∃n1 , .., nk ∈ N • n1 → .. → nk → n1 ,
• Terminal nodes are h0..0i-decomposed.
Definition 1 is actually a formal definition of the graphical syntax of an FD such as the one shown in Figure 1;

for convenience, each feature is given a name and a oneletter acronym. The latter depicts an FD for the tax gateway
component of an e-Commerce system [8]. The component
performs the calculation of taxes on orders made with the
system. The customer who is going to buy such a system
has the choice of three tax gateways, each offering a distinct functionality. Note that the hollow circle above feature B is syntactic sugar, expressing the fact that the feature is optional. In LF D , an optional feature f is encoded
with a dummy (i.e. non-primitive) feature d that is h0..1idecomposed and having f as its only child [21]. Let us
call Bd the dummy node inserted between B and its parent. The diagram itself can be represented as an element of
LF D where N = {G, T, E, ...}, P = N \ {Bd }, r = G,
E = {(G, T ), (G, E), ...}, λ(G) = h1..1i, ... and Φ = ∅.
The semantic domain formalises the real-world concepts
that the language models, and that the semantic function
associates to each diagram. FDs represent SPLs, hence the
following two definitions.
4

Definition 2 (Semantic domain SF D ) SF D = PPP , indicating that each syntactically correct diagram should be
interpreted as a product line, i.e. a set of configurations or
products (set of sets of primitive features).
Definition 3 (Semantic function [[d]]F D ) Given d ∈ LF D ,
[[d]]F D returns the valid feature combinations F C ∈ PPN
restricted to primitive features: [[d]]F D = F C |P , where the
valid feature combinations F C of d are those c ∈ PN that:
• contain the root: r ∈ c,
• satisfy the decomposition type: f ∈ c ∧ λ(f ) =
hm..ni ⇒ m ≤ |children(f ) ∩ c| ≤ n,
• justify each feature: g ∈ c ∧ g ∈ children(f )⇒f ∈ c,
• satisfy the additional constraints: c |= Φ.
The reduction operator used in Definition 3 will be used
throughout the paper; it is defined as follows.
Definition 4 (Reduction A |B )
4

A |B = {a0 |a ∈ A ∧ a0 = a ∩ B} = {a ∩ B|a ∈ A}
Considering the previous example, the semantic function
maps the diagram
of Figure 1 to all its valid feature combi
nations, i.e. {G, T, M, O}, {G, T, M, I}, ... .
As shown in [21], this language suffices to retrospectively define the semantics of most common FD languages.
The language for which staged configuration was initially
defined [8], however, cannot entirely be captured by the
above semantics [22]. The concepts of feature attribute,

feature reference and feature cardinality3 are missing. Attributes can easily be added to the semantics [7], an exercise
we leave for future work. Feature cardinalities, as used for
the cloning of features, however, would require a major revision of the semantics [7].
Benefits, limitations and applications of the above semantics have been discussed extensively elsewhere [21].
We just recall here that its main advantages are the fact that
it gives an unambiguous meaning to each FD, and makes
FDs amenable to automated treatment. The benefit of defining a semantics before building a tool is the ability to reason
about tasks the tool should do on a pure mathematical level,
without having to worry about their implementation. These
so-called decision problems are mathematical properties defined on the semantics that can serve as indicators, validity
or satisfiability checks.
In the present case, for instance, an important property
of an FD, its satisfiability (i.e. whether it admits at least
one product), can be mathematically defined as [[d]]F D 6= ∅.
Another property is product inclusion, i.e. given a product,
checking whether it is part of the FD. Yet another is to determine whether there are featuresSthat will never be part of
a product, i.e. dead features: P \ [[d]]F D 6= ∅. As we will
see later on, the lack of formal semantics for staged configuration makes it difficult to precisely define such properties.
For the remainder of the paper, unless otherwise stated,
we always assume d to denote an FD, and (N, P, r, λ, DE,
Φ) to denote the respective elements of its abstract syntax.

3

Multi-level staged configuration

According to the semantics introduced in the previous
section, an FD basically describes which configurations are
allowed in the SPL, regardless of the configuration process
to be followed for reaching one or the other configuration.
Still, such a process is an integral part of SPL application
engineering. According to Rabiser et al. [19], for instance,
the configuration process generally involves many people
and may take up to several months.
Czarnecki et al. acknowledge the need for explicit process support, arguing that in contexts such as “software supply chains, optimisation and policy standards”, the configuration is carried out in stages [8]. According to the same
authors, a stage can be defined “in terms of different dimensions: phases of the product lifecycle, roles played by
participants or target subsystems”. In an effort to make this
explicit, they propose the concept of multi-level staged configuration (MLSC).
3 Czarnecki et al. [8] distinguish group and feature cardinalities.

Group
cardinalities immediately translate to our decomposition types and h0..1i
feature cardinalities to optional features. The hi..ki feature cardinalities,
with i ≥ 0 and k > 1, however, cannot be encoded in LF D .
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Figure 2. Specialisation steps, adapted from [8].

The principle of staged configuration is to remove part
of the variability at each stage until only one configuration,
the final product, remains. In [8], the refinement itself is
achieved by applying a series of syntactic transformations
to the FD. Some of these transformations, such as setting
the value of an attribute, involve constructs that are not formalised as part of the semantics defined in Section 2. The
remaining transformations are show in Figure 2. Note that
they are expressed so that they conform to our semantics.
Multi-level staged configuration is the application of this
idea to a series of related FDs d1 , .., d` . Each level has
its own FD, and, depending on how they are linked, the
configuration of one level will induce an automatic specialisation of the next level’s FD. The links between diagrams are defined explicitly through specialisation annotations. A specialisation annotation of a feature f in di ,
(f ∈ Ni ), consists of a Boolean formulae φ over the features of di−1 (φ ∈ B(Ni−1 )). Once level i − 1 is configured, φ can be evaluated on the obtained configuration
c ∈ [[di−1 ]]F D , using the now standard Boolean encoding
of [2], i.e. a feature variable n in φ is true iff n ∈ c. Depending on its value and the specialisation type, the feature
f will either be removed or selected through one of the first
two syntactic transformations of Figure 2. An overview of
this is shown in Table 2.
Let us illustrate this on the example of the previous section: imagine that there are two times at which the customer
needs to decide about the gateways. The first time (level
one) is when he purchases the system. All he decides at this
point is which gateways will be available for use; the diagram that needs to be configured is the one shown on the
left of Figure 3. Then, when the system is being deployed
(level two), he will have to settle for one of the gateways
and provide additional configuration parameters, captured
by the first diagram on the right side of Figure 3. Given the
inter-level links, the diagram in level two is automatically
specialised based on the choices made in level one.
Note that even though both diagrams in the example are
very similar, they need not be so. Also note that the original paper mentions the possibility, that several configuration
levels might run in parallel. It applies, for instance, if levels represent independent decisions that need to be taken by
different people. As we show later on, such situations give

rise to interesting decision problems.
Finally, note that the MLSC approach, as it appears
in [8], is entirely based on syntactic transformations. This
makes it difficult to decide things such as whether two levels A and B are commutative (executing A before B leaves
the same variability as executing B before A). This is the
main motivation for defining a formal semantics, as follows
in the next section.

4

Dynamic FD semantics ([[.]]CP )

We introduce the dynamic FD semantics in two steps.
The first, Section 4.1, defines the basic staged configuration
semantics; the second, Section 4.2, adds the multi-level aspect.

4.1

Staged configuration semantics

Since we first want to model the different stages of the
configuration process, regardless of levels, the syntactic domain LF D will remain as defined in Section 2. The semantic domain, however, changes since we want to capture the
idea of building a product by deciding incrementally which
configuration to retain and which to exclude.
Indeed, we consider the semantic domain to be the set
of all possible configuration paths that can be taken when
building a configuration. Along each such path, the initially
full configuration space ([[d]]F D ) progressively shrinks (i.e.,
configurations are discarded) until only one configuration is
left, at which point the path stops. Note that in this work,
we thus assume that we are dealing with finite configuration
processes where, once a unique configuration is reached, it
remains the same for the rest of the life of the application.
Extensions of this semantics, that deal with reconfigurable
systems, are discussed in Section 6. For now, we stick to
Definitions 5 and 7 that formalise the intuition we just gave.
Definition 5 (Dynamic semantic domain SCP ) Given
a finite set of features N , a configuration path π is a
finite sequence π = σ1 ...σn of length n > 0, where each
σi ∈ PPN is called a stage. If we call the set of such paths
C, then SCP = PC.

Table 2. Possible inter-level links; original definition [8] left, translation to FD semantics right.
Specialisation Condition Specialisation Equivalent Boolean constraint
type

value

operation

positive

true

select

positive

f alse

none

negative

f alse

remove

negative

true

none

complete

true

select

complete

f alse

remove

with f ∈ Ni , φ ∈ B(Ni−1 ), c ∈ [[di−1 ]]F D
Select f , i.e. Φi becomes

φ(c) ⇒ f

Φi ∪ {f }, if φ(c) is true.

¬φ(c) ⇒ ¬f

Remove f , i.e. Φi becomes
Φi ∪ {¬f }, if φ(c) is false.
Select or remove f depending on

φ(c) ⇔ f

the value of φ(c).
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Figure 3. Example of MLSC, adapted from [8].

The following definition will be convenient when expressing properties of configuration paths.
Definition 6 (Path notation and helpers)
•  denotes the empty sequence
• last(σ1 ...σk ) = σk
Definition 7 (Staged configuration semantics [[d]]CP )
Given an FD d ∈ LF D , [[d]]CP returns all legal paths π
(noted π ∈ [[d]]CP , or π |=CP d) such that
(7.1) σ1 = [[d]]F D
(7.2) ∀i ∈ {2..n} • σi ⊂ σi−1
(7.3) |σn | = 1
Note that this semantics is not meant to be used as an
implementation directly, for it would be very inefficient.
This is usual for denotational semantics which are essentially meant to serve as a conceptual foundation and a reference for checking the conformance of tools [23]. Along
these lines, we draw the reader’s attention to condition (7.2)
which will force compliant configuration tools to let users
make only “useful” configuration choices, that is, choices

that effectively eliminate configurations. At the same time,
tools must ensure that a legal product eventually remains
reachable given the choices made, as requested by condition (7.3).
As an illustration, Figure 4 shows an example FD and its
legal paths. A number of properties can be derived from the
above definitions.
Theorem 8 (Properties of configuration paths)
(8.1) [[d]]F D = ∅ ⇔ [[d]]CP = ∅
(8.2) ∀c ∈ [[d]]F D • ∃π ∈ [[d]]CP • last(π) = {c}
(8.3) ∀π ∈ [[d]]CP • ∃c ∈ [[d]]F D • last(π) = {c}
Contrary to what intuition might suggest, (8.2) and (8.3)
do not imply that |[[d]]F D | = |[[d]]CP |, they merely say that
every configuration allowed by the FD can be reached as
part of a configuration path, and that each configuration path
ends with a configuration allowed by the FD.
Czarnecki et al. [8] define a number of transformation
rules that are to be used when specialising an FD, three
of which are shown in Figure 2. With the formal semantics, we can now verify whether these rules are expressively
complete, i.e. whether is it always possible to express a σi

r
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Figure 5. Example of Figure 3 in LDynF D .

Figure 4. The staged configuration semantics
illustrated.

can be represented as a single big FD. The root of each individual FD becomes a child of the root of the combined FD.
The root is and-decomposed and the inter-level links are
represented by Boolean formulae. To keep track of where
the features in the combined FD came from, the level information will be made explicit as follows.

(i > 1) through the application of the three transformation
rules.

Definition 10 (Dynamic syntactic domain LDynF D )
LDynF D consists of 7-tuples (N, P, L, r, λ, DE, Φ),
where:

Theorem 9 (Incompleteness of transformation rules)
The transformation rules shown in Figure 2 are expressively
incomplete wrt. the semantics of Definition 7.

• N, P, r, λ, DE, Φ follow Definition 1,
• L = L1 ...L` is a partition of N \ {r} representing the
list of levels.

Proof. Consider a diagram consisting of a parent feature
h2..2i-decomposed with three children a, b, c. It is not possible to express the
 σi consisting of {a, b} and {b, c}, by
starting at σ1 = {a, b}, {a, c}, {b, c} and using the proposed transformation rules (since removing one feature will
always result in removing at least two configurations). 

So that each d ∈ LDynF D satisfies the well-formedness
rules of Definition 1, has an and-decomposed root, and
each level Li ∈ L:

Note that this is not necessarily a bad thing, since Czarnecki et al. probably chose to only include transformation
steps that implement the most frequent usages. However,
the practical consequences of this limitation need to be assessed empirically.

• does not share decomposition edges with other levels
(except for the root): ∀(n, n0 ) ∈ DE • (n ∈ Li ⇔
n0 ∈ Li ) ∨ (n = r ∧ n0 = root(Li )),

4.2

Adding levels

Section 4.1 only deals with dynamic aspects of staged
configuration of a single diagram. If we want to generalise
this to MLSC, we need to consider multiple diagrams and
links between them. To do so, there are two possibilities:
(1) define a new abstract syntax, that makes the set of diagrams and the links between them explicit, or (2) encode
this information using the syntax we already have.
We chose the latter option, mainly because it allows to
reuse most of the existing definitions and infrastructure, and
because it can more easily be generalised. Indeed, a set of
FDs, linked with conditions of the types defined in Table 2,

• is connected through exactly one node to the global
root: ∃!n∈Li • (r, n)∈DE, noted hereafter root(Li ),

• is itself a valid FD, i.e. (Li , P ∩ Li , root(Li ),
λ ∩ (Li → N × N), DE ∩ (Li × Li ), ∅) satisfies
Definition 1.4
Figure 5 illustrates how the example of Figure 3 is represented in LDynF D . Note that, for the purpose of this paper,
we chose an arbitrary concrete syntax for expressing levels,
viz. the dotted lines. This is meant to be illustrative, since
a tool implementation should rather present each level separately, so as to not harm scalability.
Given the new syntactic domain, we need to revise the
semantic function. As for the semantic domain, it can remain the same, since we still want to reason about the possible configuration paths of an FD. The addition of multiple
4 The set of constraints here is empty because it is not needed for validity verification.

levels, however, requires us to reconsider what a legal configuration path is. Indeed, we want to restrict the configuration paths to those that obey the levels specified in the FD.
Formally, this is defined as follows.

Table 3. Validation of level arrangements.
Level arrangement for path rule (11.1) rule (11.2)

Σ1

Definition 11 (Dynamic FD semantics [[d]]DynF D ) Given
an FD d ∈ LDynF D , [[d]]DynF D returns all paths π that are
legal wrt. Definition 7, i.e. π ∈ [[d]]CP , and for which exists
a legal level arrangement, that is π, except for its initial
stage, can be divided into ` (= |L|) levels: π = σ1 Σ1 ..Σ` ,
each Σi corresponding to an Li such that:

Σ2
Σ1
Σ1

πi = σ 1

σ 2i

πj = σ 1

(11.2) ∀σj σj+1 • π = ...σj σj+1 ... and σj+1 ∈ Σi , we have

Σ2

σ 3i

Σ2
Σ1

Σ1

(11.1) Σi is fully configured: |f inal(Σi ) |Li | = 1, and

Σ2

Σ1

σ 2j

Σ2
Σ2

σ3j

false

/

true

false

true

true

false
true

/

false

true

false

(σj \ σj+1 ) |Li ⊆ (σj |Li \ σj+1 |Li ).
As before, this will be noted π ∈ [[d]]DynF D , or π |=DynF D d.
We made use of the following helper.
Definition 12 (Final stage of a level Σi ) For i = 1..`,


if Σi 6= 

 last(Σi )
4
f inal(Σi ) =
f inal(Σi−1 ) if Σi =  and i > 1


 σ
if Σ =  and i = 1
1

i

The rule (11.2) expresses the fact that each configuration
deleted from σj (i.e. c ∈ σj \ σj+1 ) during level Li must be
necessary to delete one of the configurations of Li that are
deleted during this stage. In other words, the set of deleted
configurations needs to be included in the set of deletable
configurations for that level. The deletable configurations
in a stage of a level are those that indeed remove configurations pertaining to that level (hence: first reduce to the level,
then subtract), whereas the deleted configurations in a stage
of a level are all those that were removed (hence: first subtract, then reduce to level to make comparable). Intuitively,
this corresponds to the fact that each decision has to affect
only the level at which it is taken.

4.3

Illustration

Let us illustrate this with the FD of Figure 5, which we
will call d, itself being based on the example of Figure 3
in Section 3. The semantic domain of [[d]]DynF D still consists of configuration paths, i.e. it did not change from
those of [[d]]CP shown in Figure 4. Yet, given that [[d]]DynF D
takes into account the levels defined for d, not all possible configuration paths given by [[d]]CP are legal. Namely,
those that do not conform to rules (11.1) and (11.2) need
to be discarded. This is depicted in Figure 6, where the
upper box denotes the staged configuration semantics of d

([[d]]CP ), and the lower box denotes [[d]]DynF D , i.e. the subset
of [[d]]CP that conforms to Definition 11.
We now zoom in on two configuration paths πi , πj ∈
[[d]]CP , shown with the help of intermediate FDs in the lower
part of Figure 6. As noted in Figure 6, πj is not part of
[[d]]DynF D since it violates Definition 11, whereas πi satisfies it and is kept. The rationale for this is provided in Table 3. Indeed, for πj , there exists no level arrangement that
would satisfy both rules (11.1) and (11.2). This is because
in σ2j , it is not allowed to remove the feature B2 , since it belongs to L2 , and L1 is not yet completed. Therefore, either
there is still some variability left in the FD at the end of the
level, which is thus not fully configured (the first possible
arrangement of πj in Table 3 violates rule (11.1)), or the set
of deleted configurations is greater than the set of deletable
configurations (the other two arrangements of πj in Table 3,
which violate rule (11.2)). For πi , on the other hand, a valid
level arrangement exists and is indicated by the highlighted
line in Table 3. All details for this illustration are provided
in Appendix A.

5

Towards automation and analysis

This section explores properties of the semantics we just
defined, sketches paths towards automation and examines
how it can be used for analysis.

5.1

Properties of the semantics

In Definition 11, we require that it has to be possible to
divide a configuration path into level arrangements that satisfy certain properties. The definition being purely declarative, it does not allow an immediate conclusion as to how
many valid level arrangements one might find. The following two theorems show that there is exactly one.

[[d]]CP =

. . . , πi = σ1 σ2i σ3i , . . . , πj = σ1 σ2j σ3j , . . .

[[d]]DynF D =

. . . , πi = σ1 σ2i σ3i , . . .

with πi =

σ1
L1

G

E1

L1

L2


 ¬T1 ⇒ ¬T2
¬E1 ⇒ ¬E2

¬S1 ⇒ ¬S2

T2

E2

S2

M2

D2

B2

O2

E1

G

E1


 ¬T1 ⇒ ¬T2
¬E1 ⇒ ¬E2

¬S1 ⇒ ¬S2

O2

B2

E2

S1

D2

FD

T2

E2

S2

M2

D2

B2

E1

S1

E2

G2

G1

S2

L2

G

G2

G1

FD

σ 3j
L1

L2

G

G2

S1

D2

E1

σ 2j
L1

L2

G1

T1

S2

I2

σ1
L1

G2

G1

E2

L2

G

G2

S1

FD

πj =

L1

L2

G
G1

G2

S1

σ 3i

σ 2i

G1

T1

Definition 11

E1

E2

S1

D2

D2

I2

FD

FD

FD

Figure 6. Example of Figure 3 in [[d]]CP and [[d]]DynF D .

Theorem 13 (Properties of level arrangements) Given a
diagram d ∈ LDynF D , each configuration path π ∈
[[d]]DynF D with Σ1 ..Σ` as a valid level arrangement satisfies the following properties.
(13.1) If σj ∈ Σi then ∀k < j • |σk |Li | > |σj |Li |.
(13.2) If σj ∈ Σi and σj 6= last(Σi ) then |σj |Li | > 1.
(13.3) If |σj |Li | = 1 then ∀k > j • σk 6∈ Σi .
(13.4) If |σj |Li | = 1 then ∀k > j • |σk |Li | = 1.
Proof.
(13.1) Because of rule (7.2), at each stage at least one configuration is deleted: ∀k < j • |σk | > |σj |. In addition,
(11.2) guarantees that those deleted pertain to the level
including the stage: ∀k < j • |σk |Li | > |σj |Li |.
(13.2) Immediate consequence of the previous property combined with rule (11.1) saying that |last(Σi ) |Li | = 1.
(13.3) Take the case k = j + 1. Suppose that σj+1 ∈
Σi . Because of property (13.1), this would mean that
|σj |Li | > |σj+1 |Li |, i.e. |σj+1 |Li | = 0, which is impossible since ∀c ∈ σj • root(Li ) ∈ c. The cases
k > j + 1 are similar.

(13.4) |σj |Li | = 1 means that all configurations c ∈ σj contain σj |Li . Given (7.2), only full configurations can be
removed, hence the property.

Theorem 14 (Uniqueness of level arrangement) For any
diagram d ∈ LDynF D , a level arrangement for a configuration path π ∈ [[d]]DynF D is unique.
Proof. Let us suppose that it is possible to find a diagram d
that has a valid configuration path π ∈ [[d]]DynF D with more
than one level arrangement. Note, that in that case, we need
more than one level to begin with: |L| > 1. Wlog, each
π ∈ [[d]]DynF D with multiple arrangements falls into one of
the following three categories.
(a) π consists of a single stage π = σ1 : these π cannot
have multiple level arrangements since every level is
empty.
(b) σ2 can be assigned to two different levels
π=

σ1

σ2

...

Level arrangement 1

Σi

...

Level arrangement 2

Σi+k

...

with Σ1 ..Σi−1 = , k ≥ 1 and Σi+1 ..Σi+k−1 = .
This situation is impossible; if both assignments obey
Definition 11, i.e. they both satisfy rules 11.1 and 11.2,
they necessarily exclude each other:
– If arrangement 1 is legal, then |σ1 |Li | > 1
by property (13.1) meaning that arrangement 2
would violate rule (11.1).
– If arrangement 2 is legal, then |σ1 |Li | = 1 by rule
(11.1) and arrangement 1 would violate property
(13.3).
(c) σj , with j > 2, can be assigned to two different levels
π=

...

σj−1

σj

...

Level arrangement 1

...

...

Σi

...

Level arrangement 2

...

...

Σi+k

...

with k ≥ 1 and Σi+1 ..Σi+k−1 = . This case is similar to (b), i.e. if both arrangements are legal, they also
exclude each other:
– If arrangement 1 is legal, then |σj−1 |Li | > 1 by
property (13.1). Level arrangement 2 is impossible since it would violate rule (11.1).
– If arrangement 2 is legal, then |σj−1 |Li | = 1 by
rule (11.1). Given property (13.3), arrangement
1 is then impossible.
Since these are all the situations that might occur, it is impossible for a π ∈ [[d]]DynF D to have multiple level arrange
ments.
An immediate consequence of this result is that it is
possible to determine a legal arrangement a posteriori, i.e.
given a configuration path, it is possible to determine a
unique level arrangement describing the process followed
for its creation. Therefore, levels need not be part of the semantic domain. This result leads to the following definition.
Definition 15 (Subsequence of level arrangement)
Given an FD d and Li ∈ L, π ∈ [[d]]DynF D , sub(Li , π)
denotes the subsequence Σi of π pertaining to level Li for
the level arrangement of π that satisfies Definition 11.
Continuing with Definition 11, remember that rule (11.2)
requires that every deleted configuration be deletable in the
stage of the associated level. An immediate consequence
of this is that, unless we have reached the end of the configuration path, the set of deletable configurations must not
be empty, established in Theorem 16. A second theorem,
Theorem 17, shows that configurations that are deletable in
a stage, are necessarily deleted in this stage.
Theorem 16 A necessary, but not sufficient replacement
for rule (11.2) is that (σj |Li \ σj+1 |Li ) 6= ∅.

Proof. Immediate via reductio ad absurdum.



Theorem 17 For rule (11.2) of Definition 11 holds
(σj \ σj+1 ) |Li ⊆ (σj |Li \ σj+1 |Li )
⇒ (σj \ σj+1 ) |Li = (σj |Li \ σj+1 |Li ).
Proof. In Theorem 22 included in Appendix B, we prove
that always
(σj \ σj+1 ) |Li ⊇ (σj |Li \ σj+1 |Li ).
which means that if in addition (σj \ σj+1 ) |Li ⊆ (σj |Li \
σj+1 |Li ) holds, both sets are equal.

In Theorem 9, Section 4.1, we showed that the transformation rules of Figure 2, i.e. those proposed in [8] that relate to constructs formalised in the abstract syntax of Definition 10, are not expressively complete wrt. the basic staged
configuration semantics of Definition 7. The two following theorems provide analogous results, but for the dynamic
FD semantics. Basically, the property still holds for the dynamic FD semantics of Definition 11, and a similar property
holds for the proposed inter-level link types of Table 2.
Theorem 18 (Incompleteness of transformation rules)
The transformation rules shown in Figure 2 are expressively
incomplete wrt. the semantics of Definition 11.
Proof. We can easily construct an example for LDynF D ;
it suffices to take the FD used to prove Theorem 9 and to
consider it as the sole level of a diagram. From there on, the
proof is the same.

Theorem 19 (Incompleteness of inter-level link types)
The inter-level link types proposed in [8] are expressively
incomplete wrt. the semantics of Definition 11.
Proof. Basically, the proposed inter-level link types always
have a sole feature on their right-hand side. It is thus impossible, for example, to express the fact that if some condition φ is satisfied for level Li , all configurations of level
Li+1 that have f will be excluded if they also have f 0 (i.e.
φ ⇒ (f 0 ⇒ ¬f )).


5.2

Implementation strategies

A formal semantics is generally the first step towards an
implementation, serving basically as a specification. In the
case of FDs, two main types of tools can be considered:
modelling tools, used for creating FDs, and configuration
tools, used during the product derivation phase. Since the
only difference between LF D and LDynF D is the addition
of configuration levels, it should be rather straightforward

to extend existing FD modelling tools to LDynF D . In addition, the core of the presented semantics deals with configuration. Let us therefore focus on how to implement a
configuration tool for LDynF D , i.e. a tool that allows a
user to configure a feature diagram d ∈ LDynF D , allowing only the configuration paths in [[d]]DynF D , and preferably without having to calculate the whole of [[d]]F D , [[d]]CP
or [[d]]DynF D . Also note that, since we do not consider ourselves experts in human-machine interaction, we restrict the
following discussion to the implementation of the semantics
independently from the user interface. It goes without saying that at least the same amount of thought needs to be
devoted to this activity [5].
The foundation of a tool, except for purely graphical
ones, is generally a reasoning back-end. Mannion and Batory [17, 2] have shown how an FD d can be encoded as
a Boolean formula, say Γd ∈ B(N ); and a reasoning tool
based on this idea exists for LF D [25]. The free variables
of Γd are the features of d, so that, given a configuration
c ∈ [[d]]F D , fi = true denotes fi ∈ c and f alse means
fi 6∈ c. The encoding of d into Γd is such that evaluating
the truth of an interpretation c in Γd is equivalent to checking whether c ∈ [[d]]F D . More generally, satisfiability of
Γd is equivalent to non-emptiness of [[d]]F D . Given this encoding, the reasoning back-end will most likely be a SAT
solver, or a derivative thereof, such as a logic truth maintenance system (LTMS) [10] as suggested by Batory [2].
The configuration tool mainly needs to keep track of
which features were selected, which were deselected and
what other decisions, such as restricting the cardinality of
a decomposition, were taken. This configuration state basically consists in a Boolean formula ∆d ∈ B(N ), that captures which configurations have been discarded. Feasibility of the current configuration state, i.e. whether all decisions taken were consistent, is equivalent to satisfiability of
Γd ∧ ∆d . The configuration process thus consists in adding
new constraints to ∆d and checking whether Γd ∧ ∆d is
still satisfiable. Indeed, it is possible to find a Boolean constraint for every syntactic transformation rule mentioned in
Figure 2. This means, that each time the user takes a decision, she implicitly specifies a formula δ ∈ B(N ). The tool
first needs to check the validity of this decision wrt. [[d]]F D
and previous decisions, i.e. satisfiability of Γd ∧∆d ∧δ. If it
is consistent, the tools adds δ to ∆d (as a conjunction) and
moves to the next decision.
A tool implementing the procedure sketched in the previous paragraph will inevitably respect [[d]]F D . In order to
respect [[d]]CP , however, the configuration tool also needs to
make sure that each time a decision δ is taken, all other decisions implied by δ be taken as well, for otherwise rule (7.2)
might be violated in subsequent stages. This can easily be
achieved using an LTMS which can propagate constraints as
the user makes decisions. This way, once she has selected

a feature f that excludes a feature f 0 , the choice of f 0 will
not be presented to the user anymore. The LTMS will make
it easy to determine which variables, i.e. features, are still
free and the tool should only present those to the user.
The extended procedure would still violate [[d]]DynF D ,
since it does not enforce constraints that stem from level
definitions. A second extension is thus to make sure that
the tool respects the order of the levels as defined in d, and
only presents choices pertaining to the current level Li until
it is dealt with. This means that the formula of a decision δ
may only involve features f that are part of the current level
(rule (11.2)). It also means that the tool needs to be able
to detect when the end of a level Li has come (rule (11.1)),
which is equivalent to checking whether, in the current state
of the LTMS, all of the f ∈ Li are assigned a fixed value.
Given these guidelines, it should be relatively straightforward to come up with an architecture and some of the
principal algorithms for a tool implementation.

5.3

FD Analysis

As argued in Section 2, the advantage of a semantics
is the ability to specify properties and indicators independently from an actual implementation. In the present case,
several such properties come to mind.
Commutativity of levels. During the elaboration of an
FD, the analyst needs to decide the order of the levels. Since
this order determines which configuration paths are considered legal, an important information at this point is whether
two levels can be interchanged, i.e. whether they are commutative. Two levels are called commutative if the tails of
the configuration paths, starting with the later one, are the
same for either order of them.
Definition 20 (Commutative levels) Given an FD d, so
that L = [..La ..Lb ..], La and Lb are said to be commutative, iff the following holds:
{f inal(sub(Lb , π))|π ∈ [[d]]DynF D }
=

{f inal(sub(La , π))|π ∈ [[d0 ]]DynF D },

where d0 = d except for L0 = L with La and Lb inverted.
Feature impact. Once an FD is elaborated and the different stakeholders start making decisions, it is interesting
to identify the features with the biggest impact on the variability and subsequent process. Consider a case in which a
stakeholder is indifferent about the order in which she decides about some feature’s inclusion. If she first decides
about the feature with the largest impact, i.e. the one that
eliminates the most of the other choices, this can substantially speed up the process. One way to achieve this is to
present the choices following the partial order induced by

(a) Strict order
L1 L2 L3

...

several stakeholders may want to take decisions pertaining
to their respective levels during the same period of time,
for instance because they are independent. A graphical illustration is provided in Figure 7(b). Nevertheless, project
management might still want to avoid chaotic or arbitrary
procedures, by imposing a more loose order which allows
for interleaving of levels.
Because of the interleaving, this intuition cannot be captured by any kind of order on the set of levels. A loose order
with interleaving is a specification of the possible level arrangements, rather than an order on the levels themselves.
Definition 11 requires for a configuration path to be legal,
that there must be an assignment of stages to levels that satisfies certain properties. Intuitively, one can think of this
assignment as a labelling of the transitions between stages
by levels, i.e.

L!

(b) With interleaving
L1 L2 L3 L2 L3 L4 L5 L4

...

L!

(c) With parallelism
L2

L1

L3

L4 L5 L4

...

L!

(d) Asynchronous
L2

L1

L3

L4 L5 L4

...

L!

Figure 7. Possible extensions.

Lj

4

σi → σi+1 = σi+1 ∈ Σj .
the decomposition relation. This way is not optimal, however, since children of the same parent are not ordered, and
since it does not take the additional constraints φ into account. Hence we propose the following (wrt. the implementation strategy of the previous section).
Definition 21 (Feature impact) A feature f is said to have
maximal impact among features F ⊆ N if

f = max f reevars(Γd ∧ ∆d ) − f reevars(Γd ∧ ∆d ∧ n)
n∈N

and minimal impact if
f = min f reevars(Γd ∧ ∆d ) − f reevars(Γd ∧ ∆d ∧ n)



n∈N

6

Extensions and future work

Now consider the sequence consisting only of the Lj ’s
noted on top of the arrows. With the current definition, this
sequence is required to be of the form
L1 ..L1 ..L2 ..L2 ....L` .
Interleaving means that we want to also allow, for instance,
L1 ..L2 ..L3 ..L2 ..L3 ..L4 ..L5 ..L4 ....L` , 5
while still being able to specify which interleavings are allowed (e.g. only L2 /L3 and L4 /L5 ), and what the minimal
order is (e.g. a strict order from L6 on). One way to do that
is with a regular expression over the Li ’s, such as
L∗1 (L2 |L3 )∗ (L4 |L5 )∗ L∗6 ...L∗`
that expresses the example constraints noted above, or

A number of extensions to the dynamic FD semantics
can be envisioned. We will first consider approaches that
relax the restrictions put on the definition of the FD levels,
and then discuss the more obvious approach of adding new
FD constructs to the formalism.

6.1

Relaxing restrictions on levels

The semantics defined in Section 4 inherits from the
original definition of MLSC [8] the assumption that levels
are configured one after the other in a strict order until the
final configuration is obtained. We will gradually lift these
hypotheses, and discuss their implications on the semantics.
Interleaved levels. As stated in Definition 10, for an FD
d ∈ LDynF D , levels are specified with a strict order that
must be followed during the configuration process, as illustrated in Figure 7(a). In a realistic project, however, this restriction might prove to be too strong. It is more likely that

L∗1 L∗2 ...L∗`
corresponding to the constraint as it is in the current definition. So, rather than to specify an order on L, Definition 10
would require to specify a regular expression over elements
of L that has to be enforced in the semantic function of Definition 11. Given that regular expressions can be expressed
equivalently by automata and statecharts, those alternative
formalisms could also be used to specify the allowed sequences. Namely an automaton, or statechart, where states
correspond to levels and transitions denote sequence, might
allow stakeholders and managers with a less formal background to specify the configuration process intuitively.
Interleaving also gives rise to a number of interesting
analysis properties. During the elaboration of the FD,
5 Where L now has to be fully configured at its last occurrence in the
1
sequence rather than when L2 starts.

mainly when defining the configuration process, it is important to know which levels are safe to be interleaved. To
this end, it is interesting to know whether two levels are independent, i.e. whether there are direct/indirect inter-level
links between them, or whether they influence the same features in a subsequent level.
Parallel levels. Actually, interleaving, with well-done
tool support, already allows for pseudo-parallelism; similar to how a single core processor allows multiple programs
to run in parallel by interleaving their instructions. It requires, however, the model to be accessible for configuration simultaneously from different places. Google Docs,
and the recent software-as-a-service trend, show how this is
possible even within a browser, yet these approaches generally require a live Internet connection. Lifting this barrier
to distributed offline collaboration would make the semantics even more fit to real scenarios, since parallel configuration does happen in the real world, for instance in automotive software engineering [8]. Figure 7 illustrates the differences between strict order, interleaving and parallelism
graphically.
The idea of parallel levels, as shown in Figure 7(c), is
thus to give a clone of the base FD to each stakeholder, so
that she can configure her level independently from other
stakeholders, and to merge the clones once all stakeholders
have finished their configuration. When the implementation strategy of Section 5 is followed, the merge operation
itself is rather trivial, since the decisions of each stakeholder
are recorded in a Boolean formula. A merge conflict arises
when the merge (i.e. the conjunction) of the individual decisions yields an illegal configuration. In this case, it is important to be able to pinpoint the exact cause. Merge conflicts can be minimised if special care is taken during the
elaboration of the FD when the parallel levels are specified.
Namely, there need to be indicators that evaluate the degree
of independence of two levels and that can be used to evaluate the probability of conflicts during the merge. Note that
automata or statecharts do not readily allow to express parallelism, therefore, Petri nets or activity diagrams should be
considered for the specification of allowed level sequences.
Asynchronous levels. The advantage of parallel levels is
that distributed groups can work independently on their local copies. The model of parallelism introduced previously,
however, still assumes a certain amount of co-ordination,
namely at the fork and merge points. This can lead to problems; imagine, for instance, that L2 and L3 run in parallel.
If the configuration of L3 takes longer than expected, the
subsequent levels will have to wait for L3 to finish, even
though L2 is already configured.
This problem could be solved by considering a completely asynchronous approach, as shown in Figure 7(d).
There is a central base model, but instead of executing configurations on the base model, each level is locally config-

ured and merges back its decision into the base model on
the fly. This way, L2 can be merged back to the central
model even before L3 is finished. If merges are assumed
to work in the other direction as well, then this can also reduce the potential for conflict, since each level can merge
its changes back to the central model as it progresses with
the configuration (note that, if a merge is done for every
stage, this is roughly equal to the interleaving mode). One
conflict avoidance strategy would be to first take decisions
with a great impact (see Definition 21), merge them back to
the base model, and continue with decisions of lesser impact. This asynchronous level model actually corresponds
to how the popular source control systems SVN and CVS
work, and is thus the closest to reality.
Crosscutting levels. In Definition 11, we require that
each level has to be an FD in itself, with no sharing of features or decomposition edges between levels. It could be
imagined to lift this hypothesis, too, and thereby allow levels to be crosscutting. Indeed, Lee et al. suggested to group
features into binding units, denoting major functionalities of
the system, so that nodes shared between binding units allow for additional constraints [15]. Given that binding units
can be represented by levels in our semantics, it seems that
such an extension would make sense. Implications on the
semantics, however, have to be considered carefully.
Infinite sequences of levels. Finally, our semantics assumes in Definition 7 that each configuration path is finite.
A growing community of researchers, however, considers
systems that change at runtime, so-called self-adaptive systems [11, 15]. In terms of configuration paths, this means
(1) that a configuration path is not finite, since configuration can continue indefinitely at runtime and (2) that there
is never a stage in which only one configuration is left, since
from then on no further configuration would be possible.
Our semantics would therefore need to be extended in
several ways. First, the sequence of levels can no longer
be specified with a regular language or by a finite state automaton as assumed above, but rather by automata that define languages with infinite words, such as Büchi automata.
In addition to that, as the configuration path will not necessarily end in a single configuration it is not possible to
determine which of the many configurations of a runtime
level is the one that is currently active. Therefore, besides
specifying inclusion or exclusion of configurations, we need
to be able to specify which of the included configurations is
active and which are inactive.

6.2

Adding Constructs

Another, more obvious way, to extend this work is by
adding new constructs to the FD language. In Section 2,
we pointed out that the concepts of feature attribute and
feature cloning (through feature references and hi..ji fea-

ture cardinalities with j > 1) are part of the FD language
for which MLSC was originally proposed [8] but not of the
present semantics. Recently, Benavides et al. [3] showed
some interesting applications of feature attributes, mainly in
conjunction with optimisation problems. Other constructs,
such as binding time annotations [13, 9], are also candidates
for inclusion in an extended version of the semantics.
Adding feature attributes to the semantics should be
rather straightforward. Indeed, it suffices to (i) add an
attribute construct to the abstract syntax, to (ii) add constructs that allow to express constraints on attributes in Φ, to
(iii) extend the semantic domain with a function that returns
the value of a feature attribute, and to (iv) adapt the semantic
function so that it treats attribute modifications as specialisation steps. The only major implication of this change is
that the semantic domain will become infinite if the domain
of an attribute is infinite. The SAT-based implementation
strategy remains valid, but in order to take advantage of the
full range of applications on feature attributes (e.g. attribute
maximisation and minimisation), constraint solvers need to
be used as well.
If the levels of an FD are used to represent binding
times, then binding time constraints such as those proposed
in [9] translate to the restrictions on allowed level arrangements discussed in the previous subsection. Using regular languages to express constraints on the relative temporal
placement of levels is, however, not likely to be very intuitive. Other formalisms, such as Allen’s interval algebra [1]
should be considered instead.
Finally, feature cloning would require some more drastic changes to the semantics, since the same feature might
appear several times in a configuration. Simply defining
a configuration as a multiset of features, rather than a set,
would not solve the problem. Indeed, multisets do not allow
to always identify the parent of a feature, since the parent
might appear twice in the multiset. In order to do so, the
semantic domain needs to keep information about the FD
decomposition relation, as done by Czarnecki et al. [7].

7

Conclusion

We introduced a dynamic formal semantics for FDs that
allows reasoning about its configuration paths, i.e. the configuration process, rather than only about its allowed configurations. Extending the basic dynamic semantics with
levels yields a semantics for MLSC. The contribution of the
paper is therefore a precise and formal account of MLSC
that makes the original definition [8] more explicit and reveals some of its subtleties and incompletenesses. Based on
the semantics we show some interesting properties of configuration paths and outline an implementation strategy that
uses SAT solvers as the reasoning back-end.
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A

Illustration: calculation details

This section presents the calculation details of the two
configuration paths, πi and πj , used in the example of Section 4.3. In the remainder of this section, we will use d
Lj
when referring to the FD of Figure 5 and we note σ → σ 0 if
π = ..σσ 0 .. and σ 0 ∈ Σj .

A.1

Legal path (πi )

In order to show that πi ∈ [[d]]DynF D , we have to find a
level arrangement that satisfies rules (11.1) and (11.2). Let
us examine each possible level arrangement in turn.
(a) For Σ1i =  and Σ2i = σ2i σ3i , we have
|f inal(Σ1i ) |L1 | = |σ1 |L1 | = 7> 1
The arrangement is thus rejected because (11.1) evaluates to false.
(b) For Σ1 = σ2i σ3i and Σ2i = , we have
|f inal(Σ1i ) |L1 | = |σ3i |L1 | = 1

This configuration path, shown in Figure 3 and in the
middle part of Figure 6, actually corresponds to the one
used in the original illustration by Czarnecki et al. [8],
which was summarised in Section 3. One can see in Figure 3 that it consists of two manual configuration stages
and one automatic specialisation stage. Since the inter-level
links already implement the latter stage, there is no need
to represent it as a dedicated transition between two stages.
The results of the two former stages result from manual configurations that cannot be automatically derived from the
constraint set and thus have to be represented by two separate configuration sets, viz. σ2i and σ3i .
In terms of [[d]]CP , πi is a sequence σ1 σ2i σ3i with:
σ1

=

{

|f inal(Σ2i ) |L2 | = |σ3i |L2 | = 1
L

and (11.1) evaluates to true. We have for σ1 →1 σ2i :
1. σ1 \ σ2i =

{

{G1 , T1 , E1 , S1 , G2 , T2 , M2 , I2 },
{G1 , T1 , E1 , S1 , G2 , E2 , D2 },
{G1 , T1 , E1 , S1 , G2 , S2 },
{G1 , T1 , E1 , S1 , G2 , S2 , B2 },
{G1 , T1 , E1 , G2 , T2 , M2 , O2 },
{G1 , T1 , E1 , G2 , T2 , M2 , I2 },
{G1 , T1 , E1 , G2 , E2 , D2 },
{G1 , T1 , S1 , G2 , T2 , M2 , O2 },
{G1 , T1 , S1 , G2 , T2 , M2 , I2 },
{G1 , T1 , S1 , G2 , S2 },

{G1 , T1 , E1 , S1 , G2 , T2 , M2 , O2 },

{G1 , T1 , S1 , G2 , S2 , B2 },

{G1 , T1 , E1 , S1 , G2 , T2 , M2 , I2 },

{G1 , T1 , G2 , T2 , M2 , O2 },

{G1 , T1 , E1 , S1 , G2 , E2 , D2 },

{G1 , T1 , G2 , T2 , M2 , I2 },

{G1 , T1 , E1 , S1 , G2 , S2 },

{G1 , E1 , G2 , E2 , D2 },

{G1 , T1 , E1 , S1 , G2 , S2 , B2 },

{G1 , S1 , G2 , S2 },

{G1 , T1 , E1 , G2 , T2 , M2 , O2 },
{G1 , T1 , E1 , G2 , T2 , M2 , I2 },
{G1 , T1 , E1 , G2 , E2 , D2 },

{G1 , S1 , G2 , S2 , B2 } }
2. (σ1 \ σ2i ) |L1 =

{G1 , T1 },

{G1 , T1 , S1 , G2 , S2 },

{G1 , E1 },

{G1 , T1 , S1 , G2 , S2 , B2 },

{G1 , E1 , S1 , G2 , S2 , B2 },

{G1 , T1 , E1 , S1 },
{G1 , T1 , S1 },

{G1 , T1 , S1 , G2 , T2 , M2 , I2 },

{G1 , E1 , S1 , G2 , S2 },

{

{G1 , T1 , E1 },

{G1 , T1 , S1 , G2 , T2 , M2 , O2 },

{G1 , E1 , S1 , G2 , E2 , D2 },

{G1 , T1 , E1 , S1 , G2 , T2 , M2 , O2 },

{G1 , S1 } }

and
1. σ1 |L1 =

{

{G1 , T1 , G2 , T2 , M2 , O2 },

σ2i

σ3i

=

=

{

{

{G1 , T1 , E1 , S1 },
{G1 , T1 , E1 },

{G1 , T1 , G2 , T2 , M2 , I2 },

{G1 , T1 , S1 },

{G1 , E1 , G2 , E2 , D2 },

{G1 , E1 , S1 },

{G1 , S1 , G2 , S2 },

{G1 , T1 },

{G1 , S1 , G2 , S2 , B2 } }

{G1 , E1 },
{G1 , S1 } }

{G1 , E1 , S1 , G2 , E2 , D2 },
{G1 , E1 , S1 , G2 , S2 },

2. σ2i |L1 =

{

{G1 , E1 , S1 } }

{G1 , E1 , S1 , G2 , S2 , B2 } }

3. σ1 |L1 \ σ2i |L1 =

{

{G1 , T1 , E1 , S1 },

{G1 , E1 , S1 , G2 , E2 , D2 } }

Note here that |(σ3i )| = 1, which denotes the end of the
configuration path (Definition 7), resulting in the single
product {G1 , E1 , S1 , G2 , E2 , D2 }.

{G1 , T1 , E1 },
{G1 , T1 , S1 },
{G1 , T1 },
{G1 , E1 },
{G1 , S1 } }

such that (σ1 \ σ2i ) |L1 ⊆ (σ1 |L1 \ σ2i |L1 ) is true and
L1

(b) For Σ1j = σ2j σ3j and Σ2j = , we have

we have for σ2i → σ3i :
(σ2i \ σ3i ) |L1 =

{

|f inal(Σ1j ) |L1 | = |σ3j |L1 | = 1
|f inal(Σ2j ) |L2 | = |σ3j |L2 | = 1

{G1 , E1 , S1 , G2 , S2 },
{G1 , E1 , S1 , G2 , S2 , B2 } }

L

and (11.1) evaluates to true. We have for σ1 →1 σ2j :

∅

σ2i |L1 \ σ3i |L1 =

(σ1 \ σ2j ) |L1 =

The arrangement is thus rejected because (11.2) evaluates to false since (σ2i \ σ3i ) |L1 ⊆ (σ2i |L1 \ σ3i |L1 )
does not hold. This rejection is obvious since level L1
was already fully configured at σ2i , hence the absence
of deletable configurations from σ2i in L1 .

{G1 , T1 , S1 },
{G1 , E1 , S1 },
{G1 , T1 },
{G1 , E1 },
{G1 , S1 } }
(σ1 \ σ2j ) |L1 =

|f inal(Σ1i ) |L1 | = |σ2i |L1 | = 1

{G1 , T1 , S1 },
{G1 , T1 },

and (11.1) evaluates to true. We know from above that
L
for σ1 →1 σ2i :

{G1 , E1 },
{G1 , S1 } }

(σ1 \ σ2i ) |L1 ⊆ (σ1 |L1 \ σ2i |L1 )

The arrangement is thus rejected because (11.2) evaluates to false since (σ1 \ σ2j ) |L1 ⊃ (σ1 |L1 \ σ2j |L1 ).
Intuitively, this condition is false because the configuration {G1 , E1 , S1 , G2 , S2 , B2 } is part of the deleted
ones but was not deletable since B2 belongs to another
level and all configurations containing {G1 , E1 , S1 }
where bound to be selected.

L

and we have for σ2i →2 σ3i :
{G2 , S2 },
{G2 , S2 , B2 } }
σ2i |L2 \ σ3i |L2 =

{

{G2 , S2 },
{G2 , S2 , B2 } }

i.e. that (σ2i \ σ3i ) |L2 ⊆ (σ2i |L2 \ σ3i |L2 ). Since both
(11.1) and (11.2) evaluate to true, the arrangement is
accepted.

(c) For Σ1j = σ2j and Σ2j = σ3j , we have
|f inal(Σ1j ) |L1 | = |σ2j |L1 | = 1
|f inal(Σ2j ) |L2 | = |σ3j |L2 | = 1

One level arrangement, viz. Σ1i = σ2i and Σ2i = σ3i ,
satisfies rules (11.1) and (11.2) and thus πi ∈ [[d]]DynF D .

A.2

and (11.1) evaluates to true. Like for σ2j , σ3j ∈ Σ1j
L

and Σ2j = ∅, we have for σ1 →1 σ2j that (σ1 \
σ2j ) |L1 ⊃ (σ1 |L1 \ σ2j |L1 ). The arrangement is thus
rejected because (11.2) evaluates to false.

Illegal path (πj )

Let us now illustrate the illegal configuration path πj ∈
[[d]]CP sketched in Figure 6. Intuitively, πj is illegal because
feature B2 , belonging to L2 , is deselected even though L1 is
not yet finished. The configuration path πj is thus the same
as πi except for σ2j , which is now:
σ2j

=

{

{G1 , E1 , S1 , G2 , E2 , D2 },
{G1 , E1 , S1 , G2 , S2 } }

Again, in order for πj ∈ [[d]]DynF D there must be at least
one level arrangement that satisfies rules (11.1) and (11.2).
Let us examine each possible arrangement in turn.
(a) For Σ1j =  and Σ2j = σ2j σ3j , we have
|f inal(Σ1j ) |L1 | = |σ1 |L1 | = 7 > 1
The arrangement is thus rejected because (11.1) evaluates to false.

{G1 , T1 , E1 , S1 },
{G1 , T1 , E1 },

|f inal(Σ2i ) |L2 | = |σ3i |L2 | = 1

{

{G1 , T1 , E1 , S1 },
{G1 , T1 , E1 },

(c) For Σ1i = σ2i and Σ2i = σ3i , we have

(σ2i \ σ3i ) |L2 =

{

Since none of the possible arrangements satisfies both
(11.1) and (11.2), the configuration path πj does not belong
to [[d]]DynF D .

B

Proof helper

The following theorem is used for the proof of Theorem 22, Section 5. Basically, it says that when two sets
of sets are reduced to include only sets containing certain
elements and then subtracted, the result is included in (i.e.
smaller than) the set obtained by subtracting first and reducing afterwards. Intuitively, the result of a subtraction operation is smaller the more elements in both sets “match up”,
and if a reduction is applied prior to subtracting, it becomes
“more likely” for elements to match up, meaning that the
result of the subtraction can be smaller than if the reduction
was applied afterwards.

Theorem 22 For some set N , if σ, σ 0 ∈ PPN so that σ ⊃
σ 0 and L ⊆ N , then

{c ∩ L|c ∈ σ} \ {c ∩ L|c ∈ σ 0 } ⊆ {c ∩ L|c ∈ (σ \ σ 0 )}.
Proof.

{c ∩ L|c ∈ σ} \ {c ∩ L|c ∈ σ 0 }

= a|(a ∈ {c ∩ L|c ∈ σ}) ∧ (a 6∈ {c ∩ L|c ∈ σ 0 })

= a|(a ∈ {p|p = {x|∃c ∈ PN • x ∈ c ∧ x ∈ L ∧ c ∈ σ}}
∧ a 6∈ {p|p = {x|∃c ∈ PN • x ∈ c ∧ x ∈ L ∧ c ∈ σ 0 }})

= p|p = {x|(∃c ∈ PN • x ∈ c ∧ x ∈ L ∧ c ∈ σ)
∧¬(∃c ∈ PN • x ∈ c ∧ x ∈ L ∧ c ∈ σ 0 )}

= p|p = {x|(∃c ∈ PN • x ∈ c ∧ x ∈ L ∧ c ∈ σ)
∧ (∀c ∈ PN • ¬(x ∈ c ∧ x ∈ L ∧ c ∈ σ 0 ))}
⊆


p|p = {x|∃c ∈ PN • (x ∈ c ∧ x ∈ L ∧ c ∈ σ)

∧¬(x ∈ c ∧ x ∈ L ∧ c ∈ σ 0 )}

= p|p = {x|∃c ∈ PN • x ∈ c ∧ x ∈ L ∧ c ∈ σ ∧ ¬(c ∈ σ 0 )}

= p|p = {x|x ∈ c ∧ x ∈ L ∧ c ∈ σ ∧ c 6∈ σ 0 }

= c ∩ L|c ∈ σ ∧ c 6∈ σ 0

= c ∩ L|c ∈ (σ \ σ 0 )


